2023 AAPS National Biotechnology Conference a Success
Exhibitors are Encouraged to Secure Their 2024 Space Now

Arlington, VA—AAPS is pleased to announce a successful 2023 National Biotechnology Conference (NBC) with more than 600 registrants. The event also featured an active exhibition space, with 101 booths and sponsorships, 60+ posters presented, and more than 300 attendees crowding into peer-reviewed partner presentations held in the learning lab.

The conference addressed the future of biotechnology, focusing on the convergence of advances in artificial intelligence, cell and gene therapies, and innovative platforms. Many sessions were standing room only, with attendees spilling into the halls.

“NBC serves as a prime example of how AAPS is leading with good science,” AAPS Executive Director Tina Morris, Ph.D., said. “Partner companies that provide products and services to our industry bring their expertise to connect with potential clients and customers at science-focused AAPS conferences like NBC.”

“All of us at AAPS are proud that our members and partners found the NBC valuable as a leading source of good science,” AAPS President Patrick Sinko, Ph.D., said. “The biotechnology industry has faced financial challenges this year, yet many novel platforms and modalities are on the horizon and offer promise to patients. I encourage potential partners to contact AAPS about exhibition and sponsorship opportunities at next year’s NBC.”

“AAPS excels at bringing cutting-edge science from industry partners to the forefront, addressing critical issues within drug development across a wide range of drug modalities,” AAPS Business and Partner Development Committee Chair Carissa Jones said. “All great synergies between scientists and companies start with a strong scientific discussion. That can be found at NBC and through year-round programming from AAPS.”

Partners wishing to exhibit at the 2024 NBC (May 13-16 in San Francisco, CA) and/or the 2023 PharmSci 360 conference (October 22-25, in Orlando, FL) can schedule a meeting with the AAPS Business Development team here: https://tinyurl.com/meetAAPSBD.

###
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit association of more than 7,000 scientists and professionals employed in academia, industry, regulatory, and other research related to the pharmaceutical sciences worldwide. Its mission is to advance the capacity of pharmaceutical scientists to develop products and therapies that improve global health, which members pursue through four peer-reviewed journals and a variety of events in person and online. www.aaps.org